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Say Somethin’

“All Jazz music is a telepathic language just like classical and funk.
Pick a topic and let’s have a musical conversation where we each
spend seven or eight minutes talking about it.”
Gabriel Mervine’s Say Somethin’ is exactly that—a musical conversation in the language of jazz. Octave Records and Gabe Mervine
put together an extraordinary hour of music, beautifully captured
as if the quartet were playing in the intimacy of your living room.
Turn the lights on low, pour the
Cabernet, and press play.
Gabriel Mervine - Trumpet
Tom Amend - Piano
Seth Lewis - Upright Bass
Alejandro Castaño - Drums

Gabriel Mervine
At a time in music where history
and originality rarely go hand in
hand, trumpeter Gabriel Mervine
brings both together as never before. Born in Princeton, New Jersey, Gabriel began his professional
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playing career at the age of thirteen. By the time he graduated high
school he was already fast tracking his way to a career playing the
trumpet‚ studying privately with jazz masters Bobby Shew, Roger
Ingram, and Greg Gisbert. It wasn’t long before Gabriel began
performing with the big acts: Natalie Cole, Christian McBride,
The Temptations, Terence Blanchard, Lettuce, Karl Denson, John
Scofield, Hugh Jackman, Lonnie Smith, Russell Malone, The Who,
Maceo Parker, Fred Wesley, Roberta Gambarini, the Motet, and
Houston Person.
Gabriel has deeply rooted
himself in the traditions of
Jazz and Classical music
while at the same time
contributing to the modern music scene, playing
everything from Mariachi to
Mahler.
Tom Amend, piano
Tom Amend is an organist, pianist, composer, and
arranger from Denver, Colorado. Tom Amend performs
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throughout the Rocky Mountain Region in various settings as both
a leader and a sideman. He has performed and recorded extensively with Colorado based Soul/Blues artists: The Burroughs and
the Taylor Scott Band. Tom was selected as a semifinalist for the
American Jazz Pianist Competition in 2014 and 2015, and was a
finalist in concert in 2017. He also received third place at the 2015
Jacksonville Jazz Piano Competition.

Seth Lewis, bass
Music has been an essential part of life for Seth since he was a
child singing with his mother and playing numerous instruments
until age 12 when he found the bass.
Thanks to his life in music he has
travelled the world performing and
teaching and has collaborated with
celebrated jazz artists as well as
performing with Broadway and Las
Vegas shows. During his time in New
York, Seth regularly appeared at wellknown jazz clubs including Smalls,
Smoke, Dizzy‚ Club Coca Cola, Cleopatra’s Needle, and The Iridium. Seth
has collaborated with many artists, including: Mulgrew Miller, Louis Hayes,
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Eric Alexander, David Hazeltine, Jerry Dodgion, Randy Brecker,
Sheila Jordan, Dee Dee Bridgewater, Greg Gisbert, Dave Liebman,
Eric McPherson, Abraham Burton, Josh Evans, Stacey Dillard,
Dawn Clement, Alexis Cole, Benny Golson, Jeff Hamilton, Evan
Sherman, Jonathan Barber, Emmet Cohen and many others. Seth
studied privately and was mentored by two legendary bassists;
the late Bob Cranshaw and Ron Carter. Seth has also studied with
Christian McBride, Nat Reeves, John Lockwood, Martin Wind, Bill
Charlap and Steve Davis.

Alejandro Castaño, drums
Since about 2012, Alejandro has traveled to Costa Rica annually,
touring the country for gigs and
teaching master classes at the
National University of Costa
Rica.
Alejandro is a regular member
of the Annie Booth trio (straightahead jazz) and a founding
member of FreeBear which
plays mostly funk music written
by Patrick McDevitt, that’s so
much fun to hear.
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For the past two years, he has been the Director of Youth Education for Gift of Jazz‚ Jazz for the Schools, in which 100 DPS
students are bused to Denver‚ McNichol building where they learn
about jazz and have a one-hour presentation. He’s a teacher at
Denver School of the Arts, teaching percussion and jazz.

The instruments
Trumpet:
Gabe’s trumpet on this session was a Bach Stradivarius. It is the
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industry standard for the instrument and so is the 3c Bach mouthpiece he plays. Playing instruments straight off the rack proves
that it’s the person, not the instrument that makes the music. The
mouthpiece used on this record was handed to Gabe by a friend
back in 2004. It’s worn out and tattered and makes great music
just the same. Gabe’s choice in equipment is right in the middle of
size ranges which allows him to go from musical setting to musical
setting and blend in with whatever ensemble he’s performing with
that day. He can perform Jazz/Funk/Classical/Mariachi all on the
same horn and mouthpiece which allows him to really fine tune his
sound and tonal color
by getting comfortable
with the mouthpiece/
trumpet/musician
relationship.

Drums:
Alejandro played a
2016 Gretsch USA
Custom, which was
made to replicate the
60’s round badge
gretsch sound. All maple shells around a 12”x8” tom, 14”x14” floor
tom, a 20”x14” bass drum, and a WTS artistry series snare drum
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14”x8” maple shell.
Cymbals were vintage 14” Zildjian A high hats from the 50’s.
Zildjian Ride 22”, Constantinople Medium Thin Low 2,462 grams.
Crescent VIntage 22” Ride with custom brass rivets 2,256 grams.
17” Dream Crash RIde.

Bass:
Seth’s bass is a fully
carved 3/4 size Czech
instrument made between
1918 and 1938. Tag inside
says made in Czechoslovakia. Spruce top, maple
back and sides, flamed
maple replacement neck.
Bass was bought in 2003
from David Gage String
Instruments in Chelsea,
NYC who have maintained it ever since. It was
previously owned by Ralph
Hamperian (who played
with Jacki Byard, Arthur
Prysock, Chris Potter and
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many others) The
neck was replaced
by Arnold Schnitzer
(winner of the ISB
maker competition
several times) in
2007 and cast bronze
Irving Sloan tuning
machines were added. Since Seth has
owned it, it has been
played by Ron Carter,
Bob Cranshaw, Christian McBride, Peter
Washington, David
Wong, David Williams, John B. Williams, Gerald Cannon, Dezron Douglas, Ugonna
Okegwo, Luques Curtis, Dwayne Burno, John B. Williams, Nat
Reeves, John Webber and many others.
Strings are Thomstik-Infeld Spriocore Weichs, made in Vienna.
Bow is German-style, made of brazilian Pernambuco, labeled Artist
model, unknown maker, previously owner by Gary Karr, on loan
from bassist Ryan Ford.
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The Recording:

Hidden in the sleepy little town of Lyons Colorado is an unassuming building without benefit of a sign or any indication of what’s
inside. It’s the home of Animal Lane, one of the world’s few 32
track Sonoma recording studios.
During a week in December, 2020, musicians Gabe, Tom, Seth,
and Alejandro got together with Octave producer, Giselle Collazo
and recording engineer, Steve Vidaic to lay down some tunes and
tracks.
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The session was basically live and captured without overdubs on
the Sonoma pure DSD recording system, then later mixed through
a vintage Euphonix analog board, then back again through Sonoma to put all the pieces together. What resulted was one of the
most beautifully recorded jazz works
yet and Octave
Records is proud
to have captured
Gabriel Mervin’s
music for all time.
Gabe’s trumpet
was recorded using a combination
of a
Neumann M49
Cardioid and a
Royer 122 Ribbon
microphone into a
Grace preamp. The mics were about 12” from the instrument’s bell.
In the final mix, both the Neuman and ribbon were used with the
ribbon more prominent.
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For the piano, a
pair of DPA 4009
Omni stereo pair
amplified with a
Grace preamplifier were used
along with a vintage RCA 44BX
ribbon, amplified
through a Forsell
microphone
preamplifier.
Engineer Steve
Vidaic placed
the mics at the edge of the piano soundboard, lid low, to keep out
the drum bleed and used mostly the vintage RCA in the mix, with a
little DPA for stereo spread and air.
For the bass, a Neumann U47 was placed close to the instrument’s
bridge (6” out) and a Royer 122 Ribbon on the neck. Steve then
added a Teletronix LA2A Limiter to the 122 and for the Neuman a
Warm Audio WA76 Limiter through a dbx 160 for fast transients,
and the lightest of touch with a Urie LA3A limiter for body control.
Forsell preamplifiers were employed for both microphones.
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To record the drums Steve
used a Soundelux iFET 7
and Grace preamplifier for
the bass drum, a Senheiser
421 connected through a
Grace preamplifier about
6” to 8” from the front head
snare, and for the brushes
and overheads a rare Tim de
Paravacini stereo AKG C24
vacuum tube microphone (on
loan from Dan Schwartz) into
a Forsell preamplifier. The
C24 was placed about 18” to
24” above the drum kit.
For the ambient room microphones a custom pair of
Rode stereo omnis through a
Forsell preamplifier were employed.
Captured in pure DSD on the Sonoma Recording System at Animal Lane Studios in
Lyons Colorado.
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All equipment power with pure AC from PS Audio Power Plant AC
regenerators.
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